Characterizing the sensitivity of bonds to the curvature of carbon nanotubes.
The way the bonding and reactivity of armchair carbon nanotubes depends on the curvature of the nanotube has been investigated using density functional theory. To understand the nature of the interaction between atoms in the nanotube, the Wiberg bond index, natural bond order analysis, and topological electron density analysis have been performed. All these tools confirm that the bonds in the hydrogen-capped carbon nanotubes considered here are primarily covalent. As the diameter of the nanotube decreases and its curvature increases, the covalency (bond order) decreases, a conclusion that is supported by the increase of the bond lengths and also the decrease of the electron density and the energy density along the bond paths as the curvature increases. To shed light on the orbital contribution in bond formation and the most effective interaction between donor bonding orbital and acceptor antibonding orbital, analysis of natural bond orbitals is carried out. We have observed that the higher the nanotube diameter is, the higher the energy gap.